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Executive Summary 

To be very honest, not much has changed from last week as the market has gone in essence nowhere. It did make a 

lower higher, but also a higher low. As such the current Elliot wave count –due to continued whipsawing of the 

market- continues to be a “thousand-and-one” possibilities puzzle. Therefore we continue to keep it on the back 

burner, i.e. it is not or primary method, until the smoke clears by either a break down or break out. Instead we 

continue to focus on price levels, trend lines, price patterns, simple moving averages etc.  

Most charts align with a breakdown of SPX2145-2140 targeting SPX2110-2100 region.  

 

How to trade this? 

Nothing has changed from last week: a trade/close above SPX2175 will likely target SPX2220. A close above SPX2180 

will confirm this scenario. Such a breakout/close can be traded with stop at entry. A break (close) below SPX2145 is 

bearish and will negate the bullish pattern and target SPX2120/2100. 

Please remember that cash is a position too. In sideways uncertain markets it can in fact be the best position to be 

in: when in doubt stay or get it. Once the break out or -down occurs based on the (above mentioned) price levels 

cash can then be deployed to enter the right position.  
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Market update 

A detailed Elliot Wave count can be found on page 7, figure 7. It features our best interpretation of the recent market 

action. However, since there are so many scribbles we can count it 10 different ways. Therefore we continue to 

prefer using our daily TI chart, with trendlines, and price patterms. The S&P500 remains treading water and stuck 

between its 20d and 50d SMA, as well as finding support at some longer and shorter term trendlines, while forming 

a possible triangle. A break out above or below the triangle will set the next trend so we will watch it carefully.  

Simple put: A break down targets SPX2110-2105, a breakout targets SPX2220.  

Figure 1. SPX daily TI chart: wave counting nightmare. Watch the triangle.  
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Figure 2 below shows our easy to understand 34-day trading interval, with the next interval set for October 14; in 

line with the October 19 Bradley Turn date. Price has so far been held in check by the dotted blue and red trend 

lines, and meets resistance at the lower orange trend line. Price needs to clear that lower orange trendline to make 

upside progress (now at SPX2175) to the upper orange trendline (now at SPX2220) 

Simple put: a break below the lower red trend line targets horizontal support remains at the 2120-2105 levels 

(green and red support lines). A break above SPX2175 targets SPX220 and beyond 

Figure 2. SPX Time-Fibs and longer term trend lines for support and resistance. 
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The weekly S&P500 chart (line chart to show closing prices only as to reduce intra-day noise) shows how price is 

unable to close back above the green upper trend line. Support is at the 20W SMA ((2140) and if that breaks then 

the upper end of the purple S/R zone at SPX2100 will be support. The MACD is not looking healthy and wants to see 

lower prices. Only a break above SPX2175 will target SPX2200s and beyond. 

Simple put: the weekly chart shows that a break below SPX2140 targets SPX2100 

Figure 3. SPX weekly TI chart: trendline resistance may force a retest of broken out of support/resistance zone. 
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Market breadth 

Market breadth (McLellan Oscillator and summation index for S&P500 shown) remain negative: more stocks are 

declining then advancing and therefore the market can’t rally (an index is a market of stocks). Breadth support was 

broken on Friday suggesting lower readings and thus lower prices ahead. The SPXSI remains in a sell and remains 

oversold, but has not given a buy signal either. We are monitoring positive divergence in this indicator as well to tell 

us a low is in, if price decides to drop below SPX2145 towards the low SPX2100s. 

Figure 4. SPX-MO and SPX-SI: both remain in sell mode. 
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Miscellaneous 

Not much has changed here either, and despite all the bearish sentiments, all the possible EWT counts, and all the 

confusion the daily scribbles continue to provide, our long term simple moving averages chart (LT-SMA, for trend 

followers and investing) remains 100% bullish as all SMAs are now above the dotted (reference SMA). In fact it 

continues to improve as all SMAs continue to rise. 

The short term (ST-SMA, for traders to swing traders) picture remained about the same over the past 5 days. But, all 

SMAs and price are still above the dotted (reference) SMAs and as such doesn’t signal a big correction underway. 

We allocated a 60% bullishness to this chart, which is slightly less than last week’s score of 65% 

Hence, these charts continue to foretell long term upside supporting our preferred Elliot Wave count.  

Figure 5. LT-SMA chart 100% bullish   ST-SMA chart 60% Bullish.    

 

 

 

 

 

Below is how a 100% bullish chart look likes, everything points up. Price > fastest SMAs > slowest SMAs. 

 

  

The “Ebola scare” correction 

in 2014 didn’t even register 

on the LT chart! 
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The put/call ratio is at extremes a good contrarian indicator. At very low readings it can foretell a price high in the 

indices, which is however not as accurate as very high readings which more accurately foretell a price low. Earlier 

this week the ratio dipped into our “top imminent” zone (0.55-0.50) and since moved higher to end the week at 

0.71; which is the noise zone. We want readings in the 0.90s to know a bottom is close. If the ratio continues to 

increase we should get such a reading soon. For now, it remains neutral. 

Figure 6. Put/call ratio remains in the noise zone but is rising again after a dip into the “top imminent” zone 

 

Below is our best interpretation of the price action over the past weeks. With so many whipsaws we can easily 

apply 10 different counts, even several bullish interpretations. But for now, the count below is what we interpret 

as most likely. 

Figure 7. Our best interpretation of the current price action applying the most likely micro-count. 
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All 2016 Bradley Turn Dates for the S&P 500 

January 5 (0/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

February 1 (0/100 Long Terms Power) 

February 3 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

February 6 (60/100 Middle Terms Power) 

March 11 (52/100 Middle Terms Power) 

May 10 (36/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

May 11 (47/100 Middle Terms Power) 

May 25 (100/100 Long Terms Power) 

June 1 (49/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

June 4 (47/100 Middle Terms Power) 

July 1 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

July 5 (100/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

July 5 (51/100 Middle Terms Power) 

August 5 (0/100 Long Terms Power) 

August 8 (60/100 Middle Terms Power) 

September 28 (32/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

October 19 (42/100 Middle Terms Power) 

November 26 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

November 28 (86/100 Long Terms Power) 

November 29 (100/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

December 28 (50/100 Middle Terms Power) 
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